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The old way…
Selector Acquisitions Metadata Item on Shelf!
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Communications issues
• “When is that license going to be signed?!”
• “Where is the $50,000 for this resource 
coming from?”
• “Why isn’t my resource working yet?!”
• “Why isn’t this resource in the federated 
search?”
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Other factors
• User expectations
• Changes in technical services
• Statistics
• Variability














– 70 majors and 93 graduate fields
• The Library
– 20 libraries
– 500 staff members (130 professional)
– 7.5 million volumes
– $50 million budget ($15 million for acquisitions)
• Electronic resources
– $5.6 million annual expenditure
– 400,000 electronic resources 
– Including 47,000 electronic journals
– More digital images and video, data, and e-books
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Organizational structure
• Acquisitions and Cataloging
• Database Management Services
• Electronic Resources and Serials Mgmt.
• Metadata Services




– Collection Development Executive Committee
• Electronic resource groups
– Database Review Committee
– Electronic Resource Committee
• Systems groups (ReDS)
• Public services groups (PSEC)
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Educational efforts
• Technical services training series
– Metadata introduction
– Introduction to electronic resources cataloging
– Overview of electronic resources
• ERSM training of selectors
– E-NERF
– Selector training program
– One on one meetings with selectors
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LIBIT-L





• Problems with LIBIT




• Collection development committees 
• ERLM-L list for communication with 
vendors
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NERF
http://lts.library.cornell.edu/lts/pp/ere/netrescatform.cfm
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Tracking system for eNERF
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eNERF




• New resources…new models
• Moving target
• One solution…are there others?
• Any questions?
Thank you!
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